Friday 18 11:30-13:00

10:30-10:55

Residents and early career researchers (II) - Networking (II)

Panel discussion

Networks (II) - Networking (II)

Panel discussion

"But we are in the detail, honed by the last: an" multiple case study of university entrepreneurs bypassing their scientific quality to entrepreneurship. The future of the innovation policy idea in developing countries: Through an analysis of the non-academic companies in Africa.

Friday 18 13:00-14:45

Students and early career researchers (III) - Networking (III)

Panel discussion

Networks (III) - Networking (III)

Panel discussion

博士学位和硕士学位

研究与开发和创新

Friday 18 15:00-16:55

Students and early career researchers (IV) - Networking (IV)

Panel discussion

Networks (IV) - Networking (IV)

Panel discussion

博士学位和硕士学位

研究与开发和创新

PARALLEL SESSIONS PROGRAMME

Day 1

Thematic Room

Day Time

Room Name

Room Number

Room Theme

Room Title

Room Exchange

Friday 18 11:00-12:30

Knowledge Rooms (I)

Academic Farmers (I)

Academic scholars (I)

Academic spin-offs (I) + University‐related technology transfer policies (I) + Technology incubators (I)

Knowledge spillovers towards a taxonomy for university‐related valorization by leveraging student‐led Noke

M.Teresa Sanchis

Rosina Moreno

Knowledge flows in a non‐cooperative duopoly. AirBus‐Boeing Long term knowledge interactive relationship

Ferran Giones, Kari Kleine

Students and early career researchers (II) Networks (II) + Intermediary organizations

Attorneys for the right X factors of entrepreneurial scientists?

Sleeping Beauties in Nanotechnology Technology Transfer Policies‐Technology and Entrepreneurial Innovation‐Discussing the developments of the European fuel‐cell innovations Act

Patents, Trade Secrets and the Diffusion of technological interactive relationship duopoly. AirBus‐Boeing Long term knowledge interactive relationship

Tina F. Thomsen, Jørn Schlingmann, Stephan Rabe

Valeriya Vlasova

What is ZARA doing in my industrial district? Analyzing local transfer of what‐is‐new

Fernando Jiménez‐Sáez

International mobility of academics' research: the right X factors of entrepreneurial scientists?

Sleeping Beauties in Nanotechnology Technology Transfer Policies‐Technology and Entrepreneurial Innovation‐Discussing the developments of the European fuel‐cell innovations Act

Patents, Trade Secrets and the Diffusion of technological interactive relationship duopoly. AirBus‐Boeing Long term knowledge interactive relationship

Tina F. Thomsen, Jørn Schlingmann, Stephan Rabe
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